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Abstract. Based on the intuition that frequent patterns can be used to predict the
next few items that users would want to access, sequential pattern mining-based
next-items recommendation algorithms have performed well in empirical stud-
ies including online product recommendation. However, most current methods
do not perform personalized sequential pattern mining, and this seriously limits
their capability to recommend the best next-items to each specific target user. In
this paper, we introduce a personalized sequential pattern mining-based recom-
mendation framework. Using a novel Competence Score measure, the proposed
framework effectively learns user-specific sequence importance knowledge, and
exploits this additional knowledge for accurate personalized recommendation.
Experimental results on real-world datasets demonstrate that the proposed frame-
work effectively improves the efficiency for mining sequential patterns, increases
the user-relevance of the identified frequent patterns, and most importantly, gener-
ates significantly more accurate next-items recommendation for the target users.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of online information sources and e-commerce businesses, users
increasingly need reliable recommender systems [25,4] to highlight relevant next-items,
i.e., the next few items that the users most probably would like. Fortunately, the user
consumption histories offer crucial clues that help us to tackle this important problem.
Whenever we visit web pages or purchase things from online stores, we leave a time-
ordered sequence of items that we have seen or bought. When these historical sequences
are consolidated into a sequence database (SDB), we can employ a powerful data min-
ing process - sequential pattern mining (SPM) [1] - to discover temporal patterns that
are frequently repeated among different users. Sequential pattern mining-based next-
items recommendation works on the intuition that if many users have accessed an item
j after an item i, it makes sense to recommend item j to someone who just seen item i.

Most sequential pattern mining algorithms focus on efficiently finding all the se-
quential patterns with frequencies above a given threshold in a sequence database. For
example, algorithms exist for exact sequential pattern mining [1,3,11,16,20,30,33], ap-
proximate mining [14], constraint-based mining [5,7,21], as well as sequential pattern
mining from incremental [8] and progressive databases [13]. A significant shortcoming
is that all current methods do not perform user-specific sequential pattern mining and,
as a result, they cannot give accurate personalized recommendation to users.
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In this paper, we address the important problem of personalized sequential pattern
mining-based next-items recommendation, where the system discovers the user-specific
frequent sequential patterns from past users’ sequences, and it uses the mined patterns
to predict the next few items which a target user would access. We establish the the-
oretical relation between (1) support of a sequential pattern p which recommends an
item i, and (2) predictive power of p in terms of whether i is visited. Our analysis con-
firms that the predictive power of high-support (frequent) patterns is bounded by greater
information gain [9], which justifies the inductive assumption [18] in sequential pattern-
based recommendation - that the higher-support sequential patterns predict next-items
better.

Current sequential pattern-based recommendation methods are ineffective because
the simple frequency counts of patterns are used to compute the support they get from
the sequence database (SDB). These methods treat all sequences in the SDB as equally
important. However, in real applications, sequences in SDB often carry varying signifi-
cance (or weights) with respect to each target user. To mine the personalized sequential
patterns for a target user, we have to effectively model this varying relevance among
the historical sequences for that specific user. Since each sequence in the SDB belongs
to a different user, we can weight the sequences based on available knowledge about,
for example, the target user’s social affiliation to other users, or in most cases, how
relevant is each of the sequences compared to the known sequence of the target user.
For instance, in a book recommender system, the transaction records (i.e., sequences)
of users who have borrowed similar books as the target user should be assigned greater
weights because they are more likely to lead to accurate recommendations. Likewise,
web browsing sequences with pages related to those the target user has visited should
carry greater weights when we mine for sequential patterns to make recommendation.
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Fig. 1. Proposed personalized learning framework - effective learning is achieved by providing se-
quential pattern mining with an additional information source (the personalized sequence weights
from a related source task) apart from the standard training data (the sequence database (DB))
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We shall show that significantly more accurate next-items recommendations can be
achieved through using our novel framework (Figure 1) to enable personalized sequence
weight learning and sequential pattern mining-based next-items recommendation.

The proposed framework personalizes the sequence database (SDB) by assigning a
user-specific weight to each sequence in the SDB (source task). This effectively enables
the sequential pattern mining algorithms to perform a personalized search in sequence
space for user-specific frequent patterns (intermediate task), which leads to significantly
more accurate personalized next-items recommendation (target task). This approach is
modeled after the inherent ability of human to recognize and leverage additional knowl-
edge from related source tasks to improve the performance of a target task [31]. The
next-items recommendation performance improves due to the sequence weight learning
that makes the resulting sequential patterns much more relevant to every target user.

Our framework is novel because it inverts the current paradigm by advocating the
deep mining of user-specific patterns, unlike traditional methods which generate all fre-
quent patterns and prune them according to user relevance. The traditional post-filtering
methods will not work well for personalized recommendation because the meaningful
patterns for one user may not be frequent among the sequences of all users, so the tra-
ditional methods miss important patterns that really match the target user’s preferences.
By exploiting sequence weight knowledge to adjust the support of patterns, we effec-
tively personalize the hypothesis space in which frequent patterns are searched, thereby
enabling the discovery of more user-relevant frequent sequential patterns which cannot
be found by traditional sequential pattern mining algorithms. The resulting user-specific
sequential patterns are then more useful for personalized next-items recommendation.

We summarize our major research contributions as follows:

1. We propose a novel personalized sequential pattern mining-based next-items rec-
ommendation framework that learns and exploits additional user-specific sequence
importance knowledge to improve the accuracy of next-items recommendation.

2. We propose a novel Competence Score to learn user-specific sequence weights for
mining personalized frequent patterns and to recommend user-relevant next-items.

3. Through experimental validation using real-world sequence datasets, we demon-
strate that learning of user-specific sequence weights is scalable, and it yields signif-
icantly more accurate personalized next-items recommendation for the target users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work
and Section 3 formally defines the personalized sequential pattern mining-based next-
items recommendation problem. Section 4 introduces our novel personalized recom-
mendation framework, and Section 5 presents extensive empirical results on real-world
datasets to validate the proposed framework. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Works

The sequential pattern mining-based next-items recommendation is an inductive
learning task where the objective is to induce a predictive model (i.e., the next-items rec-
ommender system) from a set of examples (i.e., the sequences in database). The useful-
ness of sequential pattern mining-based recommendation has, to a certain extent, been
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Table 1. An example sequence database

No. Sequence
1 <(1,4),(3),(2,8),(1,5)>
2 <(5,6),(1,2),(4,9),(3),(8)>
3 <(5),(7),(1,6),(3),(2),(8)>

demonstrated empirically by past studies on various domains such as e-commerce [12],
web browsing [34] and IPTV programs scheduling [23], but there remains a lack of the-
oretical analysis on why high-support sequential patterns are useful for recommending
next-items to users. We provide the necessary theoretical justification in this paper.

The proposed framework leverages on the learned user-specific sequence weights to
improve the next-items recommendation. This is similar in concept to Bayesian transfer,
where inductive transfer improves Bayesian learning [31]. In Bayesian learning, the
prior distribution is combined with training data to get the predictive model. Bayesian
transfer provides informative priors as additional knowledge from source task, so that
the resulting model is more accurate. The learning of sequence weights for sequential
pattern mining-based recommendation is similar to the learning of priors for Bayesian
prediction in that the additional sequence weight knowledge helps the sequential pattern
mining algorithms to better interpret the data and thus yield better recommendations.

Weighted sequential pattern mining [17,32] recognizes the difference in importance
between sequences, but assumes that the importance of a sequence depends only on its
items. The importance of items are derived from their domain value (e.g. price and pop-
ularity). The same weights are assigned to sequences and patterns with the same item
characteristics regardless of the target user, which obviously cannot generate accurate
personalized predictions since user-specific information are not used. Capelle et al. [5]
proposed a method where they require the discovered patterns to be similar to a refer-
ence pattern. Specifically, they mandate that each user has to supply a reference pattern
as well as specify a minimum similarity threshold. The similarity constraint introduces
restrictions that only their proposed sequential pattern mining algorithm can satisfy,
making their solution non-generalizable to other sequential pattern mining algorithms.
In contrast, our framework extends to any source task that is related to sequence weight
learning (not restricted to reference sequence matching and no need to ask users to state
the similarity threshold etc), and can be readily integrated with all the existing sequen-
tial pattern mining algorithms. Additionally, our novel Competence Score method not
only emphasizes other users’ sequences that are relevant to the target user by comput-
ing their compatibility scores, but also takes the sequences’ recommendation ability (or
extensibility) into consideration, thus giving much better next-items recommendations.

3 Problem Definition

We now formally introduce the personalized sequential pattern mining-based next-items
recommendation problem. A sequence database (SDB) is a collection of sequences, i.e.
SDB={s1, s2, . . . , sn} where |SDB| = n denotes the number of sequences (also the
number of users as each user has a corresponding sequence in SDB). A sequence si ∈
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SDB(i = 1, 2, . . . , n), can be represented as si =<si1, si2, . . . , si|si|>, which is an
ordered list of itemsets (each sij in si (j = 1, 2, . . . , |si|) is an itemset) associated with
an user Ui. Each itemset sij comprises transacted items with the same timestamp t(sij),
and the different itemsets sij1 and sij2 in the same sequence si cannot have the same
timestamp, i.e., t(sij1) �= t(sij2), (j1 �= j2). A sequence si =<si1, si2, . . . , si|si|>
contains a sequence sj =<sj1, sj2, . . . , sj|sj |>, or sj is a subsequence of si, if there ex-
ist integers d1<d2<. . .<d|sj | such that sj1 ⊆ sid1, sj2 ⊆ sid2, . . . , sj|sj | ⊆ sid|sj | [1].
Table 1 shows an example sequence database comprising three sequences. Each row is a
sequence representing a user’s consumption histories; items in each ()-bracket form an
itemset with same timestamp, e.g. (1,4). Sequence 1 describes a user who accessed the
items 1 and 4 at timestamp t0, item 3 at timestamp t1, items 2 and 8 at timestamp t2, and
items 1 and 5 at timestamp t3, etc. Using patterns to refer to subsequences generated
during mining process, the count of a pattern p is the number of sequences in SDB con-
taining p. The support for pattern p is then defined as support(p) = count(p)/|SDB|.

Given a target user’s past sequence sq and the database of all other users’ past se-
quences, the next-items recommendation task is to predict items that the target user is
most likely to access in the near future, i.e., those items in the next few itemsets that
he or she will access. We do not restrict the prediction to just the immediate next item
that a target user will access, nor the immediate itemset that the user will access in the
next visit [24]. The personalized next-items recommendation task can be formalized
by identifying and ranking the candidate next-items through a novel framework of per-
sonalized sequential pattern mining that takes into account the relative importance (i.e.,
weights) of other users’ sequences in the database according to each target user, so that
the top-m items (may be from multiple itemsets) are recommended to the target user.

4 Personalized Sequential Pattern Mining-Based Recommendation

Given a sequence database SDB and a minimum support δ, the traditional sequential
pattern mining task is to discover all the patterns having a support not less than δ, under
the assumption that all the sequences in the SDB should be treated equally. The required
most-probable next-items are then recommended from the patterns having the highest-
support. In contrast, the problem of next-items recommendation via personalized se-
quence weight learning takes into account the fact that sequences in the real-world
have different importance to each specific user; sequence weights should be effectively
learned and exploited to generate more user-relevant sequential patterns, which can in
turn significantly improve the next-items recommendation accuracy for the end-users.

While numerous empirical studies (e.g. [12,34,23]) have demonstrated that sequen-
tial pattern mining-based next-items recommendation is effective in many different do-
mains, we take the analysis further by formally explaining how the predictive power and
the support of sequential patterns are related, similar to how the discriminative power
of features in pattern-based classification is related to the pattern/feature frequency [9].
Specifically in our case, we need to establish that reliably computing the support values
of patterns can result in better next-items recommendations, in order to explain why our
proposed framework, which enables the resulting pattern supports to reliably reflect the
user-relevance, is so effective in practice for personalized next-items recommendations.
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4.1 The Predictive Power and Support of Patterns

Let V ∈{0, 1} and X∈{0, 1} be the events of visiting an item i and predicting item i,
respectively. The information gain (a standard measure of predictive power [9]) for V
(i.e., whether i is visited) from knowing X (i.e., whether i is predicted) is computed by:

IG(V |X) = H(V )−H(V |X) (1)

where H(V ) and H(V |X) are the entropy and conditional entropy for V . Specifically,

H(V |X) = −∑
X P (X)

∑
V P (V |X)log(P (V |X)) (2)

Given a sequence database, H(V ) is fixed as the prior probability of i, so the upper
bound of the information gain (i.e., IGUB(V |X)) depends only on the lower bound of
the conditional entropy for V given X (i.e., on HLB(V |X)). P (X = 1) is the proba-
bility of predicting item i. Item i is predicted if a pattern that predicts i is considered
frequent, i.e., if P (X = 1) = θ ≥ minsup, where minsup is a minimum support thresh-
old and θ is the support of such a pattern. P (V = 1) is the probability that i is visited.
Given a sequence database, P (V = 1) = α is a fixed value equal to i’s support in the
database (α ≥ 0). By Apriori lemma, i appears in any pattern that predicts it, so θ ≤ α.

Letting P (V = 1|X = 1) = β, the conditional entropy H(V |X) is at its minimum
if knowing X = 1 completely predicts V , i.e., if β = 1 or β = 0. For the case β = 1,

HLB(V |X) = (α− 1)log(
1− α

1− θ
)− (α− θ)log(

α− θ

1− θ
) (3)

The partial derivative of HLB(V |X)β=1 with respect to the support θ is:

∂HLB(V |X)β=1

∂θ
= log(

α− θ

1− θ
) ≤ log1 ≤ 0 (4)

So, HLB(V |X) reduces as the support θ increases. For the case β = 0,

HLB(V |X)=(θ − (1− α))log(
1− α− θ

1− θ
)−αlog(

α

1− θ
) (5)

The partial derivative of HLB(V |X)β=0 with respect to the support θ is:

∂HLB(V |X)β=0

∂θ
= log(

1− α− θ

1− θ
) ≤ log1 ≤ 0 (6)

The above analysis reveals that lower bound conditional entropy HLB(V |X) monoton-
ically decreases as θ increases, so theoretical upper bound information gain increases
with θ. Hence, the predictive power of a higher-support pattern is upper-bounded by a
higher information gain, justifying the strategy of predicting items from more frequent
sequential patterns rather than less frequent patterns. This explains why our proposed
framework can be so effectively used for personalized next-items recommendation.
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4.2 Sequence Weight Learning

We shall now discuss the source task which performs the sequence weight learning
(Figure 1). Given a target user’s sequence sq , for each si in sequence database SDB
(si =<si1, si2, . . . , si|si|> is user Ui’s sequence), we assign a sequence weight
w(si, sq) to si that represents its significance with respect to the target user sequence
sq. We first discuss two existing methods and then present our novel Competence Score
method.

Method 1: User-independent Weight Learning. Weighted sequential pattern min-
ing [6] weighs si based on the characteristics of items in si, e.g., price [32], popular-
ity [23] (application oriented). These methods give the same weight for si regardless
of the target user’s sequence sq . Weight w(si, sq) can be computed using the mean
popularity of si’s itemsets — popularity of an itemset sij , sij ∈ si, is computed as
count(sij)/|SDB|.

Method 2: User-dependent Weight Learning. This method accounts for the differ-
ences between target users to learn more user-specific sequence weights. In this learning
task, each si∈SDB is compared to sq to determine their similarity, and similar se-
quences in SDB are deemed more relevant for making recommendation [15,27] to the
target user. The weight of si w.r.t. sq is computed using the following pattern similarity
functions:
1. Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) [29,5]: Let the longest common subsequence

of si and sq be denoted LCSi,q =<lcsi,q1, lcsi,q2 , . . . , lcsi,q|LCSi,q|> (each lcsi,qj
is an itemset that is common to sequences si and sq , such that timestamp t(lcsi,qj+1)
> t(lcsi,qj ), j = 1, 2, . . . , |LCSi,q| − 1). The weight w(si, sq) is defined as:

w(si, sq) =
|LCSi,q|

|sq| (7)

where | · | denotes the number of itemsets in a sequence.
2. Cosine Similarity [23]: The weight w(si, sq) for si w.r.t. sq can be measured as the

cosine similarity [26] between their respective itemset vectors (denoted vi and vq):

w(si, sq) =
vi · vq
|vi||vq| (8)

where vi and vq are the vector representations of si and sq , respectively, such that
each dimension in vi and vq denotes an unique itemset.

Method 3: Our Proposed Weight Learning Method. Our novel Competence Score
method computes a personalized score for each sequence si in the sequence database
(SDB) to reflect its competency in recommending next-items for the target user. Every
si is a temporally-ordered list of itemsets with timestamps from oldest to most recent.
Instinctively, si is highly-competent if it is not only compatible to the user sequence sq ,
but also is capable of readily extending beyond sq to offer more next-items. To satisfy
both these requirements, our proposed Competence Score is computed in three steps:
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1. Step 1: Compute backward-compatibility score (BCS) of each sequence si ∈
SDB w.r.t. the user sequence sq. We iterate over every sequence si in sequence
database (SDB) to evaluate its string-compatibility and temporal-compatibility to
sq . String compatibility of si and sq is derived by Longest Common Subsequence
(LCSi,q, Eq. 7), so that the longer the LCSi,q, the more compatible si is to sq .
However, string-compatibility alone does not take into account that the most re-
cently transacted itemset by the target user is the most relevant for predicting next-
items to that user [34,17]. Our BCS score also considers the temporal-compatibility
of the itemsets in si and sq by weighting the itemsets in sq such that its more re-
cent itemsets are weighted heavier. This is analogous to a Markov Chain where the
future items of the target user depend mainly on the most recent items the user saw.

Letting the longest common subsequence of si and sq be LCSi,q = < lcsi,q1 ,
lcsi,q2 , . . . , lcsi,q|LCSi,q| >, the weight of each itemset lcsi,qj ∈LCSi,q is w(tj , tl),
where tj is the timestamp of lcsi,qj in sq and tl is the timestamp of the last itemset
in sq. For a given sq , tl is a constant so we can simply refer to the weight as w(tj).
This itemset weight decay is modeled using the normalized Gaussian distribution:

w(tj) = ae−
(tj−tl)

2

2σ2 , 0 ≤ w(tj) ≤ 1 (9)

where a = 1
σ
√
2π

and σ = (tf − tl)/(2
√
2 ln 2); the constants tf and tl denote the

timestamps of the first and the last itemsets in the user sequence sq, respectively.
The time-weighted BCS of si w.r.t. target sequence sq is computed as follows:

bi,q(t) =

∑|LCSi,q|
j=1 w(tj), lcsi,qj ∈ LCSi,q

∑
w(tk), sqk ∈ sq

, 0 ≤ bi,q(t) ≤ 1 (10)

where tk is the timestamp of itemset sqk in sq . This BCS score favors si sequences

whose LCSi,q contains itemsets closer in time to the most recent itemset in sq.
2. Step 2: Compute the forward-extensibility score (FES) of each sequence si ∈

SDB w.r.t. the user sequence sq . We define forward-extensibility score (FES) of
si to answer the following important question: having seen some of the itemsets in
sq , does si have sufficient suitable next-items to recommend to the target user?

Similar to our BCS score, our FES score computation involves the identification
of the longest common subsequence (LCSi,q) between each si ∈ SDB and sq .
Let LCSi,q =< lcsi,q1 , lcsi,q2 , . . . , lcsi,q|LCSi,q| >. We identify the set of unique
candidate next-items that si is able to recommend to the target user, by finding the
unique items from those itemsets in si that are later than the last common itemset
lcsi,q|LCSi,q| . The basic formula for computing the FES score is therefore:

fi,q =
|CNIi,q |

|CNIi,q|max
, 0 ≤ fi,q ≤ 1 (11)

where CNIi,q = {cnii,q1 , cnii,q2 , . . . , cnii,q|CNIi,q|} is the set of unique candidate
next-items in si with respect to sq. To keep fi,q between 0 to 1, we only consider
up to at most the first |CNIi,q|max unique candidate next-items after lcsi,q|LCSi,q| ,
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where |CNIi,q |max is the maximum desired number of new items, a standard pa-
rameter in recommenders. In this way, |CNIi,q| (i.e., the number of candidate next-
items in CNIi,q) cannot be more than |CNIi,q |max. We further default parameter
|CNIi,q|max to the number of items in sq , ||sq||, since it is reasonable for heavier
users to demand more recommendations (e.g., books). The FES formula becomes:

fi,q =
|CNIi,q |
||sq|| , 0 ≤ fi,q ≤ 1 (12)

where ||sq|| denotes the number of items in sequence sq .
Furthermore, we need to take into account the different suitability of each can-

didate next-item cnii,qj (cnii,qj ∈ CNIi,q) in terms of how much time difference
exists between the timestamp tk when the last common itemset lcsi,q|LCSi,q| (i.e.,
the last itemset in LCSi,q) was seen in si and the timestamp tj when candidate
next-item cnii,qj was seen in si. The intuition is that items transacted nearer in
time from the most recent common itemset (i.e., lcsi,q|LCSi,q|) are more relevant to
the target user and should get more weight, whilst candidate next-items that are fur-
ther in time from lcsi,q|LCSi,q| are not quite as relevant to the target user and should
be weighted less. This decay (over time) in item weight w(tj , tk), which we simply
refer to as w(tj) since tk (timestamp of lcsi,q|LCSi,q| in si) is a constant given the
sequence pair si and sq, is modeled using the normalized Gaussian distribution:

w(tj) = ae−
(tj−tk)2

2σ2 , 0 ≤ w(tj) ≤ 1 (13)

where a = 1
σ
√
2π

and σ = (tl − tk)/(2
√
2 ln 2); the constants tl and tk denote the

timestamps of the last itemset in si and the last itemset in LCSi,q , respectively.
The time-weighted FES of si w.r.t. target sequence sq is computed as follows:

fi,q(t)=

∑
w(tj), cnii,qj∈ CNIi,q

||sq|| , 0≤ fi,q(t)≤ 1 (14)

where ||sq|| denotes number of items in sequence sq.
3. Step 3: Compute Competence Score (CS) of sequence si with respect to user

sequence sq by merging its BCS and FES. The sequence weightw(si, sq) is given
by the Competence Score (ci,q(t)) of si w.r.t. sq . We define si’s Competence Score
ci,q(t) as the harmonic mean between its time-sensitive BCS and FES scores:

ci,q(t) =
bi,q(t)× fi,q(t)

1
2 × (bi,q(t) + fi,q(t))

, 0 ≤ ci,q(t) ≤ 1 (15)

The BCS bi,q is high only if the given sequence si is highly-compatible to the target
user’s sequence, while the FES fi,q is high only if si has sufficient next-items to
recommend. Being their harmonic mean, CS ci,q is high only if both bi,q and fi,q are
high, i.e., both compatibility and extensibility requirements are satisfied. In specific
domains where there exists a certain preferred trade-off between BCS and FES, the
more general weighted harmonic mean (where different weights can be allocated to
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BCS and FES) can also be used. Besides the harmonic mean, alternative methods
to merge BCS and FES have been investigated but are found to be not as suitable.
For instance, using multi-objective optimization (i.e., skyline queries [22]) may not
maintain the balance between the two important requirements, e.g. a high skyline
score may be given to a sequence si with a high BCS but a very low FES [19].

4.3 Exploiting the Sequence Weight Knowledge for Next-Items
Recommendation

In the proposed framework, personalized weights are first assigned to all sequences in
the sequence database (SDB) as an off-line operation using the aforementioned learning
methods. We now define the personalized count and support to take into account the
learned sequence weights so that the user-specific sequence knowledge is effectively
exploited by the proposed framework to personalize the sequential pattern mining:

[Pattern Count]. Given that each sequence si ∈ SDB has a learned weight w(si, sq)
with respect to user sequence sq, the count of pattern x in sequence database (SDB) is:

count(x, sq) =
∑

si:(x⊆si)

w(si, sq) (16)

Equation 16 sums the weights of all sequences which contain the pattern x, such that
a higher count(x, sq) means a higher support for pattern x in the sequence database.

[Pattern Support]. The support of x in SDB is defined as:

support(x, sq) =
count(x, sq)∑

si∈SDB w(si, sq)
(17)

where the denominator is the total sequence weight in the sequence database.
The above support definition satisfies the monotonically-decreasing property: given

patterns A and B, if B⊆A, then support(B)≥support(A), as B must be part of all se-
quences containingA. Hence, it is readily applicable to any of the conventional Apriori-
inspired sequential pattern mining algorithms to mine the high-support (frequent) pat-
terns (the intermediate task in Figure 1). An example of such sequential pattern mining
algorithms is PrefixSpan [20], the popular pattern-growth approach in which a sequence
database is recursively projected into a set of smaller databases, and sequential patterns
are grown in each projected database by exploring only locally frequent fragments [20].

During sequential pattern mining, patterns with personalized support not less than
the specified minimum support δ are output as the user-specific frequent patterns Fq:

Fq = {x|support(x, sq) ≥ δ, δ > 0} (18)

In Eq. 18, we used sequence weight knowledge to eliminate all the user-irrelevant
records in SDB which are not related to the target user (since we will not include x in
Fq if support(x, sq) = 0). As such, we can significantly improve the mining efficiency.

The frequent pattern set Fq is then used in our target task (Figure 1) to recommend
next-items to the target user [34,17], where the most recent items of the target user
are considered more valuable for predicting the next-items. Let the target user’s known
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sequence be sq =<i1, i2, . . . , in> where ij (ij ∈ sq) is an itemset. We find candidate
pattern set CP = {x|in ∈ x, x ∈ Fq} which is the frequent patterns containing in. We
eliminate redundant patterns from CP by keeping only closed patterns starting with in.

Let a candidate pattern be cp =<in, in+1, . . . , in+k>, cp ∈ CP . Items in the item-
sets after in are candidate items for recommendation. The support for each candidate
item ic (ic ∈ iw, w > n, iw ∈ cp) is the sum of support of all cp that promote ic, i.e.,

supportic =
∑

ic∈iw,w>n,iw∈cp,cp∈CP

support(cp, sq) (19)

The overall algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, where our proposed Competence
Score method is used to learn the personalized sequence weights for each target user.
The personalized sequence weights are then effectively exploited to discover the user-
specific frequent sequential patterns for personalized next-items recommendation.

Algorithm 1. Personalized Sequential Pattern Mining-based Recommendation

INPUT: The target user uq’s sequence, sq , and the database SDB of other users’ sequences
BEGIN
// sequence weight learning step (source task)
for all sequence si ∈ SDB do

Compute bi,q(t) // backward-compatibility (Eq. 10)
fi,q(t) // forward-extensibility (Eq. 14)
ci,q(t) // Competence Score (Eq. 15)

end for // now we have the SDB with sequence weights personalized to user uq

// sequential pattern mining step (intermediate task)
Apply a state-of-the-art sequential pattern mining algorithm to get personalized frequent

patterns, Fq , with Eqs. 16 and 17 to compute the personalized support
// next-items recommendation step (target task)

Use Eq. 19 to compute the personalized support of each candidate next-item in frequent
patterns Fq , and recommend the items with highest support to user uq

END

5 Experimental Evaluation

We present a two-part evaluation of our proposed personalized sequential pattern
mining-based next-items recommendation framework (Figure 1). In the first part (Sec-
tion 5.2), we evaluate the effectiveness of learning sequence weights with respect to the
sequential pattern mining. In the second part (Section 5.3), we evaluate the framework’s
effectiveness in terms of prediction accuracy of the next-items recommendation.

5.1 Experimental Setup

– Algorithms: We compare the sequence weight learning methods with the tradi-
tional sequential pattern mining-based recommendation [34,17] with no weight
learning. The state-of-art PrefixSpan [20] algorithm is used for the pattern mining.
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– Datasets: We use two real-world datasets for the performance evaluation. The
first dataset is the msnbc.com dataset from UCI [2]. It captures the time-ordered
sequence of webpages visited by msnbc users on a day. There are a total of 989,818
sequences, each one corresponding to a different user. The second dataset is a book-
loan dataset comprising the borrowing records for 126,714 users on 144,966 books
(126,714 sequences), all during a six-month period.

– Evaluation Metrics: The measures to evaluate if sequence weight learning helps
the next-items recommendation include [31]: (1) reduction in time for mining se-
quential patterns, and (2) improvement in accuracy for next-items recommendation.

5.2 Evaluating the Framework Efficacy

We choose msnbc.com dataset to evaluate the efficacy of our framework as it has much
more sequences (close to 1 million) than the book-loan dataset. Note that the learning of
user-specific (personalized) sequence weights should decrease the time taken for pattern
mining, because by eliminating all the user-irrelevant sequences (i.e. their weights are
equal to zero) in SDB, we only need to handle a much smaller personalized hypothesis
space consisting of sequences that are more relevant to the target users. On the contrary,
without exploiting personalized sequence weights, sequential pattern mining algorithm
will be performed inefficiently since it has to go through all the transactions in SDB.
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(a) Shorter time taken to mine patterns (lower
is better) due to the sequence weight learning.
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(b) Total time taken (lower is better) for the se-
quence weight learning and the pattern mining.

Fig. 2. Improvement in time taken as a result of our proposed personalized learning framework

Figure 2(a) shows the time taken to mine sequential patterns over different minimum
support values when there is no personalized sequence weight learning, versus with se-
quence weight learning using the different methods presented in Section 4.2. Indeed,
our framework significantly reduced the time for the sequential pattern mining, espe-
cially with our Competence Score weighting method. Figure 2(b) compares the total
time taken for both learning sequence weights and running the sequential pattern mining
algorithm. Taking into account the sequence weight learning time, the user-independent
learning method, which completely ignores the target users and computes sequence
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weights based on their items’ popularity, added significantly to the time taken, making
it less attractive compared to sequential pattern mining without sequence weight learn-
ing. However, with reference to Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the extra time spent on the more
user-specific weight learning methods (LCS, cosine similarity, Competence Score) is
worthwhile since it greatly reduced the time used in the subsequent pattern mining step.
More specifically, our proposed Competence Score method added only an average of
6.37 seconds for the weight learning but led to an average reduction of more than 20
seconds in pattern mining time. Considering that the learning of Competence Score and
other methods to compute personalized sequence weights can be completed off-line,
the time saving in sequential pattern mining due to our framework (Figure 2(a)) is even
more significant.

Fig. 3. The time spent for weight learning and pattern mining using the Competence Score method
grows linearly with the size of sequence database (varying from 100,000 to 989,818 sequences).

Figure 3 shows the total time spent in learning the personalized sequence weights
based on our proposed Competence Score, and in mining the frequent patterns from the
personalized sequence database (with minsup=0.002). Both the weight learning and the
pattern mining time increased in a linear manner as we increased the size of the database
from 100,000 sequences to 989,818 sequences (the full size of the msnbc.com dataset),
demonstrating the scalability of the proposed method for personalized recommendation.
Further significant savings in weight learning time can be achieved by only considering
those sequences in the database which have at least one common itemset with the target
sequence (e.g., using the standard inverted index approach in search engines [35] so that
sequences without any of the itemsets in the target sequence are pruned immediately).

The sequence weight learning methods in Section 4.2 use different relevance criteria
(i.e., popularity, LCS, cosine similarity, and Competence Score) to compute personal-
ized sequence weights. For each method, we evaluate the quality of the high-support
sequential patterns in terms of how well they satisfy the corresponding criterion used
to learn the sequence weights (similar results are observed for the top 5, 10, 15, 20 and
25 high-support patterns, and for minsup 0.002-0.010). We compare the results to the
corresponding cases where personalized sequence weights are not used. The proposed
Competence Score method improved pattern quality by five times, the LCS and cosine
similarity methods improved pattern quality by three times, and the user-independent
weight learning method based on item popularity also managed to improve the pattern
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quality, albeit marginally. The results clearly show that, for each of the sequence weight
learning methods, the relevance criterion used to compute the sequence weights has
been effectively exploited to improve the quality of the resulting high-support patterns,
such that the discovered patterns inherit the corresponding desirable relevance criterion.

The improvement in mining time and pattern quality from the item popularity-based
weight learning method, which ignores the target user, is much less than our personal-
ized methods (LCS, cosine similarity, and Competence Score) that learn user-specific
sequence weights . This shows that even when using the same sequential pattern mining
algorithm, the more user-specific sequence knowledge helps to generate high-support
sequential patterns that are more relevant to the target users. This could explain why
simply picking patterns to match the users after sequential pattern mining is inade-
quate [34,23]; since patterns that are meaningful for a user may not be frequent among
the sequences for all users, directly using standard sequential pattern mining algorithm
(without learning and exploiting sequence weights) would miss those personalized pat-
terns which really match the users’ preferences, indicating that it is crucial to integrate
user relevant sequence knowledge into the pattern mining process.

5.3 Accuracy of the Next-Items Recommendation

We can now compare the different methods for next-items recommendation using both
the msnbc.com and book-loan datasets. Using a standard backlog evaluation method, we
partition each target user’s test sequence into two portions: release only the earlier por-
tion to the recommendation methods, and evaluate the accuracy by comparing the rec-
ommended items to the held-out portion. We need to experiment with sequences having
sufficient items (at least ten items in our experiments). For each sequence, we release
the first five items (known portion) and hold-out the remaining items as the ground-
truth for evaluation. We allow each method to recommend up to ten items with the
highest support values and evaluate results in terms of recall, precision (precision@1)
and F1-measure, all of which are standard evaluation metrics for recommendation sys-
tems [12,23,34]. As there are test sequences (or cases) for which certain methods do not
give any recommendation, we also measure the applicability of each method in terms of
the percentage of test cases for which recommendations are given. We set the minsup for
msnbc.com and book-loan as high as possible to 0.5 and 0.01, respectively, so that most
of the less frequent patterns are effectively filtered off by the sequential pattern mining,
while maintaining a minimum applicability of around 40% for the recommendation.

The results for the msnbc.com and book-loan datasets are presented in Table 2.
The experimental results clearly demonstrate that the methods for learning of sequence
weights which are more related to the target users can indeed yield significantly more
accurate next-items recommendations. In particular, sequence knowledge learning us-
ing our proposed recommendation Competence Score in Section 4.2 produced the great-
est improvement in performance among the competing methods; it provided recom-
mendations for almost 100% of the test cases (a vast improvement in applicability),
and significantly increased the recall, precision, F1-measure, and precison@1 (i.e., pro-
portion of test cases where the top-1 recommended item is correct). Specifically, for
the msnbc.com dataset, 70.6% of the test cases contained the first recommended item
when Competence Score was used, compared to just around 40% for the competing
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Table 2. Recommendation performance. Indicated in brackets are the % improvement over and
above sequential pattern mining with no sequence weight learning (denoted as “no seq. weight”).

(a) Performance on msnbc.com dataset.

Applicability Recall Precision F1-measure Precision@1
no seq. weight 45.4% 0.178 0.313 0.227 0.375

popularity 45.4% (0%) 0.178 (0%) 0.313 (0%) 0.227 (0%) 0.375 (0%)
cosine sim. 49.1% (8%) 0.223 (25%) 0.342 (9%) 0.270 (19%) 0.404 (8%)

LCS similarity 52.3% (15%) 0.229 (29%) 0.366 (17%) 0.282 (24%) 0.435 (16%)
competence 100% (120%) 0.547 (207%) 0.502 (60%) 0.524 (131%) 0.706 (88%)

(b) Performance on book-loan dataset.

Applicability Recall Precision F1-measure Precision@1
no seq. weight 39.5% 0.017 0.073 0.028 0.075

popularity 43% (9%) 0.024 (41%) 0.063 (-14%) 0.035 (25%) 0.07 (-7%)
LCS similarity 93% (135%) 0.069 (306%) 0.083 (14%) 0.075 (168%) 0.135 (80%)

cosine sim. 95% (141%) 0.074 (335%) 0.092 (26%) 0.082 (193%) 0.135 (80%)
competence 99% (151%) 0.077 (353%) 0.094 (29%) 0.085 (204%) 0.155 (107%)

methods. Likewise for the book-loan dataset, our proposed Competence Score method
was able to outperform all the competing methods in terms of the various evaluation
metrics. In particular, while the baseline method without any sequence weight learning
managed a mere 4% accuracy in terms of predicting one or more of the next-books that
were subsequently borrowed by the target users in the six-months period, our proposed
personalized recommendation framework using the Competence Score method for se-
quence weight learning was able to achieve a significantly higher accuracy of 57%. The
experimental results thus demonstrate that our personalized framework predicts future
items reliably and can be used to automatically recommend next-items to target users.

6 Conclusions

Learning about the different importance of sequences can improve the sequential pat-
tern mining-based next-items recommendation in real-world applications. We present a
novel personalized sequence weight learning and sequential pattern mining-based next-
items recommendation framework that learns every sequence’s importance as weights,
and then effectively exploits this additional sequence knowledge to improve the effi-
ciency and the quality of learning in sequential pattern mining algorithms. Experimen-
tal results using real-world sequence datasets demonstrate that the proposed framework
is highly effective in learning and exploiting the sequence knowledge for sequential
pattern mining, and that this significantly improves the performance of the personalized
next-items recommendation, especially with our novel Competence Score method.

The proposed framework can be readily applied for next-items recommendation in
domains such as web mining, financial mining, and product/service consumption anal-
ysis, etc. An interesting future work is to explore sequence weighting methods which
exploits user knowledge beyond what is present in the sequences, e.g., social influence
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measures [10] and similarity in user vocabulary [28]. It is also interesting to investigate
the combination of weight knowledge from multiple methods (i.e., early fusion) in a
single recommender, and the efficacy of a recommender ensemble that inherits weight
knowledge from many methods (i.e., late fusion). Other measures of recommendation
performance like coverage, diversity and serendipity (e.g. [19]) can also be investigated.
More generally, the benefits of personalized mining can be realized in data mining prob-
lems beyond sequential pattern mining (e.g. in classification, clustering); the question is
how we can effectively personalize inputs to these algorithms for user-specific results.
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